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Sir/ Madam,
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Summary
In the following, I would like to recommend a that would the

for The can be
and would no to and only a to the

law.

It involves the formula used for the for
and Territories in a way that is in of the at the

Temtories or lose an

introduction
The ACT has its fluctuate between two and the

few and with the population hovering the for or
not an Member, is uncertainty and for the and

of and the certainty and
arrangements.

In at the 1998 election when the ACT lost one of only
was a of unfairness the ACT not only lost a

but the had to in
the from the Northern Territory),

Similar apply to the Northern Territory which a seat for the
in 2001 and is set to that for the The

Northern Territory will have just one Member who will to the
in the nation.

The problems of and the are for
and and the

the problem for Territories. That is
in view of the enjoyed by the the

of five per wMch has enjoy in
the for many years.

That is even further compounded by the by 12
which Tasmania, in particular, a very per It
the of the Temtories out even

The
the ACT and the Northern Territory see

of population to are to 1.5 and
2.5, respectively.

What the significantly worse is the fact that the size
above the the below 1.5 (in the

of the Northern Territory) or 2.5 (in the of the ACT). the ACT has very
when to just two and the

Territory has an even when its is just below 1.5.



1: of the
by tie

one level
to the

P/Q

1.499

1.501

2.499

2.501

30.499

30.501

Members

1

2

2

3

30

31

P/M

1.499

0.75

1.25

0.833

1.017

0.984

Bias

+50%

-25%

+25%

-17%

+1.7%

-1.6%

Examples of sudden shift in representation
when the P/Q ratio shifts from just under
the .5 limit to just over, 'P' is the
population represented, 'Q' the nationally
determined quota for representation, 'M'
the number of Members to be elected for
an area, and the 'Bias' term the excess or
shortage in electorate size.

To the
are actually two

The first is that can be
in

whenever the P/Q :
ratio is to 1.5 or 2.5.
population can the

one to two or two to
and to

in the

The is to the
that a Territory that just

below 1.5 has a
under-representation the over-

a Territory is just
above 1.5 The for a
Territory to the 2.5 limit,

the is not so
pronounced Table 1).

Hence, just below the 1.5 P/Q a
Teiritory could have an by
50% the
With a in it
gain a seat and an

size 25% below the Australian average. The it the .5
is that the 50% to 25% is to the Territory.

At the cross-over at the 2.5 the imbalance is +25% to -17%, still a
for a transition at 30.5 (as an example), it is down to an

+1.7% to -1.6%.

A

The first problem, that of variable could be solved by
levels for each of the Territories, as is in place for the It would

the of sudden shifts, but would a in that the
could be significantly smaller the Australian

A less would be to simply modify the formula for Currently,
the number of Members for each Territory (as for is as the

of population (P) of a Territory divided by a is out the
of Australia as a whole and the number of Members to be This is

rounded up or down to give a whole number. Hence,

of Members = round (P / Q).

It is a formula, but it to the shown in Table 1. This be
to:



of Members = round

The new is to avoid the in Table 1. The
be in just the way as the was and no

rale would to be With the new the is
avoided as shown in Table 2.

Table 2: of the
use of the

formula.

P/Q

1.33

1.34

2.399

2.401

30.4918

30.4919

Members

1

2

2

3

30

31

P/M

1.33

0.67

1.20

0.80

1.0164

0.9836

Bias

+33%

-33%

+20%

-20%

+1.64%

-1.64%

Calculation with the proposed modified
formula, using as examples the points
when a new is one by a State or
Territory.

a bias.

With the the
from one to

the would occur at
At

would be no to an
Territory, in the of too

an the
would be the as the in

the direction just the
transition.

So, the one to two
would occur at a P/Q of

1.33, with the in size
+33% to -33%, The
2 to 3

occur at a P/Q of 2.4, the
from +20% to -20%. The

for all
and would the

in all would

3: of the
to the ACT the Territory.

Population

177,825

199,760

320,086

322,871

Formula

1.499999

1.6494

2.499999

2.5201

Members

1

2

2

3

transition

current

transition

current

Calculation with the proposed modified
formula, showing the calculated values with
the actual current population figures in the
ACT and the Northern Territory and the
population figures when a seat would just be
lost.

Applying the to the
in the ACT and the

Territory
that

the Northern Territory
by two and the

ACT by 3).

Hence, the Northern Territory
lose 21,935 (199,760
minus 177,825) it
their The ACT
would a on
its seat and could to
only 2,785 (322,871
320,086) the



Conclusion
The of the Territories is inequitable. Just below the
for an representative, their are much the

A method is proposed here that would of the
Territories more and avoid being so much the It
would have the effect under current population the

of the Northern Territory and the ACT to two and
respectively.

Dr Miko

15 August 2003


